Call for Papers
Monash Business Review is calling for papers from academics
and senior business people throughout Australia and
worldwide that highlight important research, ideas
and trends relevant to the business community.

citations. However full versions of refereed research papers
are made available to subscribers (immediately) and the
public (with embargo). Refereed authors may receive DEEWR
recognition (Australian authors).

Monash Business Review is a journal that aims to
communicate research to the broader community about
the improvement and development of business in Australia
and overseas. The journal is published three times a year and
appears in both print and online at www.mbr.monash.edu.

ePress online submission and refereeing system:
www.epress.monash.edu/submission
You can use ePress’ online submission and refereeing to:
1. S
 ubmit an article and accompanying files (i.e. images,
cover letter).
2. Track the progress of your paper (Note: the system
preserves the anonymity of the refereeing process by not
disclosing referee names to the author and vice-versa).
3. View referee reports on your paper after they are
released through the system.
4. Upload a revised version of your paper, provided you are
requested to do so through the system.

If you have some original, unpublished research, an
educated and unique point-of-view, or conference paper on
a topical issue, we want to hear from you. Your submission
does not have to adhere to any specific format or style, but
needs to have a good narrative based on a strong, original
concept that is well thought through and researched.
Papers are classified as one of two types:
1. Refereed – research requiring referee reports
2. Other – papers not requiring referee reports e.g. case
studies, opinion pieces, commentary, reviews.
When referee reports are completed (if relevant), you
will be notified whether your manuscript is accepted
as is; accepted with corrections; accepted with revision;
rejected. The Managing Editor’s decision is final.
Accepted papers are edited to suit a broad-based
business readership and do not include references or

Authors: To preserve anonymity, please ensure your
name and identity is completely removed from your paper
prior to upload; including the file name and ‘Properties’
box (under ‘File’ top right of screen).

For more information visit:
www.mbr.monash.edu

2008–09 Submission Dates
We accept papers throughout the year for the
following issues:
Vol 4 Issue 3
Vol 5 Issue 1
Vol 5 Issue 2
Vol 5 Issue 3

November 2008
April 2009
July 2009
November 2009

Calling for 2008 papers!

Send submissions and/or register as a referee at:
www.epress.monash.edu/submission

for further information
Monash Business Review
T: +61 3 9903 1436 F: +61 3 9903 2016
Early submission is encouraged as this facilitates the E: mbr@buseco.monash.edu.au
W: www.mbr.monash.edu
journal’s double-blind refereeing where applicable.

